GATHERING PLACES
Ideas for a Local Lay Pastors’
Community of Practice

CHARACTERISTICS

INGREDIENTS

sense of common purpose | adaptability | honesty |
culture of learning | excellent communication |
mutually supportive | mutually accountable |
flourishing community | intentional | affirmative |
democratic | God-centred | flexibility to reflect
participants’ diversity | realistic | practicable | good
use of time | attractive | confidence-building | safe
space to experiment

initial input re what a CofP is | prayer | worship |
sharing | learning | celebrations | sharing hopes &
dreams | mutual support & accountability | reflection |
fellowship | different perspectives from other contexts
| stories | food | social events | theology | creative
imagining

POTENTIAL HURDLES














life constraints
need to clear space in diary
effort & commitment
need to cater for different personality
types/ learning styles
budget (participants' expenses,
lunch...)
geography
circuits need to see value and release
time
attendance needs to be written into
contracts
flexibility needed for people joining
part-way
self-sufficient individuals who see no
need
ignorance as to what a CofP is/could
be
takes time to develop and embed
some people will already be engaged
in other learning pathways

TOPICS
Coordinator/
Facilitator
[internal/
external?]

COMMUNITY
OF PRACTICE
Min 3-4; Max 6-8 people

Participantgenerated +
topics stimulated
by
coaches/mentors

CONTENT SUGGESTED BY CONNEXION
4 ongoing focuses: learning to inhabit
ministry and enter into leadership and
responsibility; deepening theologically
reflective practice in context; deeper
engagement with Bible and Christian
tradition; growth in holiness and
confidence in evangelism and seeking
justice.

SOME POTENTIAL TOPICS
dealing with crises | enabling others to recognise their calls | crises of
faith | coping with personal stagnation | survival | life stages &
challenges | handling conflict constructively | dealing with isolation &
loneliness | sharing hopes & dreams | handling house moves | facing
up to depression & despondency

EXTERNAL RESOURCING
VALUE ADDING
Value clearly
demonstrable to:
CLTs | line managers
| ministry context |
coaches | mentors

FIELD TRIPS
Visits to examples of best
practice | shared retreats

Visits from resource people to
stimulate & challenge; importing
expertise, resources, stories...
(churches | circuits | districts |
regions | Connexional team |
ecumenical partners | secular
partners)

